Crippling hyperinflation – and financial disaster for
thousands – could be just weeks away…

Brace yourself.
Within the next few weeks, the United States could find itself in the midst of a full-blown debt crisis of historic
proportions.
You may have read about the recent catastrophe in Greece.
Or maybe you saw the story in the New York Times about a month ago that warned:
“Fears over the European financial crisis began to spread from the weaker countries to healthier
ones, including Italy and Belgium, and even much stronger Germany.”
-- New York Times, November 30, 2010
Maybe you think a full-blown debt crisis is something that only happens overseas.
But let me tell you…
The danger here in the United States right now – thanks to
the unprecedented levels of government spending – is very
real…and it's infinitely more dangerous than what has
happened in Europe.

"Sovereign debt crises aren't just for
foreigners anymore. It appears quite likely
that the United States will face one."
-- Fortune

Thousands of innocent, unsuspecting investors are at
risk of losing their life savings…their homes…and their entire way of life.
This situation is dire.
And like it or not, the dominoes have already begun to fall.
Jefferson County, Alabama defaulted on $227 million in warrants earlier this year after a botched deal
left the county more than $5 billion in debt…
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania just narrowly avoided defaulting on a $3.3 million bond payment last month
when the city was bailed out by the state of Pennsylvania…

In San Diego, California – the eighth-largest city in the U.S. – the possibility of declaring bankruptcy has
been publicly debated as a way to solve the city’s $2.1 billion pension fund deficit.
This is just the beginning. No fewer than 48 states are facing a combined shortfall of $200 billion in
their fiscal budgets. That amounts to 30% of state budgets…the largest in history!
And that's just at the state and local level. At the federal level, the United States government is printing
money – and accumulating debt – at historic levels…and in the process, they're bringing the country to
the brink of a catastrophic financial collapse.
But don't just take my word for it…

Chances are, you've never met David Walker…and I doubt you'd recognize his face if you saw it on television.
Few people would.
But David Walker was the U.S. comptroller general from 1998 to 2008.
So when he speaks about the state of the U.S.
government's balance sheet…he knows what he's talking
about.

How the Municipal Bond Market Could
Spark a Historic Financial Collapse

Walker says that "our situation is really much worse than
people realize." And he warns that we're within three years
of becoming the next Greece.

The municipal bond market – at this very
minute – has all the ingredients needed for
financial disaster. Tell me if any of these
sound familiar…

That's right – the man who was the chief auditor of the
federal government for ten years thinks we're on the brink
of a full-blown debt crisis here in the United States
comparable to what's happened in Greece.

* We're dealing with a massive market – at
last count, the municipal bond market
accounted for more than $2.8 trillion…

"We suffer from a fiscal cancer. It is growing
within us. And if we do not treat it, it could have
catastrophic consequences for our country."
-- David Walker on 60 Minutes television program
In fact, Walker was warning of disaster as far back as 2006
– well before the historic economic meltdown that began in
2007.
New the situation is even worse.

* We're dealing with a market that is highly
leveraged…
* And we're dealing with a market filled with
questionable analyst ratings. As Warren
Buffett himself said…there isn't a financial
analyst on the planet who knows for sure
what these things are really worth.
Uh oh…here we go again.

But David Walker's not the only one sounding the alarm.
On November 26 the chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), Sheila Bair, wrote an
editorial in the Washington Post titled, “Will the next financial crisis start in Washington?”
In the piece, Bair described in detail the enormity of the U.S. government’s debt load and openly wondered just
how much longer it would be before a full-blown crisis erupts. Here’s a portion of what Bair had to say…
“Relentless federal borrowing will directly threaten our financial stability… Financial markets are already
sending disquieting signals…”

Again…those are strong words from a government insider – but there are plenty more…
On July 27, the non-partisan Congressional Budget Office released a report that got very little attention.
But it should have been front-page news.
The CBO warned that unless the federal government can curtail its spending – and soon – this nation's soaring
debt could spark devastating hyperinflation and a historic financial crisis similar to those experienced in Greece
and Ireland earlier this year.
Sound familiar?
Here's an excerpt from the CBO report:
"Over the past few years, U.S. government debt held by the public has grown rapidly – to the point that,
compared with the total output of the economy, it is now higher than it has ever been except during the period
around World War II."

And while the thought of levels of debt not seen since World War II is frightening…this is what really grabbed
my attention (emphasis is mine):
"A growing level of federal debt would also increase the probability of a sudden fiscal crisis… As other
countries' experiences show, it is also possible that investors would lose confidence abruptly and interest
rates on government debt would rise sharply. The exact point at which such a crisis might occur for the
United States is unknown."
"Other countries – instead of just charging higher interest rates – could decide to take their money
elsewhere, which could spur inflation and increase financial uncertainty."
-- CNN.com
I know what I'm writing about sounds bad – and it is.
The urgency is real…and the U.S. financial outlook is bleak.
But there is something you can do – today – to protect yourself in the midst of this epic collapse.
You see…I've uncovered an often-ignored investment vehicle that has a proven history of helping investors

through inflationary periods.
And make no mistake – the inflationary period we're on the verge of entering figures to be historic.
So it's vitally important that you have a "secret weapon" like this one on your side.
I'll tell you more about how you can add this powerful, inflation-busting vehicle to your portfolio in just a minute.
But first, let me tell you…

As I mentioned earlier…the dominoes have already begun to fall.
Jefferson County, Alabama, and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania were just the beginning of what figures to be a long
line of municipal bond collapses.
But again…don't just take my word for it:
"Some cities are in even worse shape than Harrisburg. Central Falls, Rhode Island, recently went
into receivership when it couldn't pay its bills. San Diego is said to be considering bankruptcy to
get out from under its pension obligations. Miami's city council, hoping to avoid Harrisburg's fate,
recently used emergency powers to slash city salaries and pensions and is now instituting hefty
traffic fines and garbage fees. This year, ratings agencies have cut the debt in several cities –
including Littlefield, Tex., Detroit, Mich. and Bell, Calif. – to junk."
-- CNNMoney.com, September 15, 2010
Now that we've already seen a handful of municipalities begin to crumble, here's what will happen next…

As more and more municipalities begin to default, the federal government will feel compelled to take action.
The state of Pennsylvania bailed out Harrisburg – but Pennsylvania itself is already in dire straits.
So you've got local governments being bailed out by
states…and states in need of their own bailouts…and that's
where the federal government will step in with even more
cash.

"Defaults on municipal debt have been
rising… It bears all the hallmarks of a crisis
in waiting."
-- CNNMoney.com, September 15, 2010

After all…which states are "too big to fail"?
With a combined shortfall of $200 billion projected, the potential exists for a significant bailout by the federal
government within the next six months.
Here's more bad news: No less an investing authority than Warren Buffett has already told the United States
government that the municipal bond market could provide the spark for the next great financial crisis.
When Buffett testified before the U.S. Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission in June, he was asked by the
Commission's chairman about the next big risk to our economy.
Buffett's reply?
"If you are looking now at something where you could look back later on and say, 'These ratings were crazy,'
[municipal bonds] would be the area. I don't think [Moody's or S&P] or I can come up with anything terribly

insightful about the question of the state and municipal finance five or 10 years from now except for the fact
there will be a terrible problem…"

These new municipal bailouts, of course, are on top of the already unprecedented government spending.
The U.S. national debt is currently at $13.4 trillion – an astounding figure.

That works out to $43,585 worth of debt for every man, woman and child in the United States right now – or
nearly $100,000 per U.S. household.
And those figures were calculated before the impact of the latest round of “Quantitative Easing” from the
Federal Reserve, which is estimated to have a $900 billion price tag before all is said and done.
So at some point – and I think it's coming sooner rather than later – the U.S. government will no longer be
able to easily borrow money.
When you have historic levels of debt – and borrowing is no longer an option – you really only have three
options for getting out:
You can raise taxes…you can cut spending…or you can print more money.
Two of those three will kill your re-election chances…so they're out.
But the third has a potentially devastating long-term impact.

The report from the Congressional Budget Office was very specific when it came to the numbers.

But the timing of just when the "tipping point" will occur for a
devastating financial crisis is not something that can be
accurately predicted.
When the dam bursts – and I think it could happen at any
time – the results will be crippling.

"55% of Americans in an April 8-11 Gallup
poll are 'very concerned' inflation will climb,
and another 29% are 'somewhat
concerned.'"
-- Gallup, May 3, 2010

I'm talking about a surge in consumer prices that could be
as high as hundreds of percent per day…thousands per month…and quite possibly even millions per year.
Imagine the panic – the sheer panic – that will set in if a gallon of gas suddenly soars to $30 or more.
How will Americans react when a pound of hamburger comes with a $25 price tag?
We all know it's coming…remember – even Alan Greenspan sees it coming:
"The federal government is currently saddled with commitments for the next three decades that it
will be unable to meet in real terms."
-- Alan Greenspan in the Wall Street Journal, June 18, 2010
But remember – there's still time for you to take a few simple steps to protect yourself and your
hard-earned money.
I'll explain exactly what you need to do – and how easily you can do it – in just a minute.
First I need to tell you just how devastating this potential collapse can be…

We've all heard the stories about paper money becoming virtually worthless overnight in the classic examples
of hyperinflation.
And while it's not likely that a wheelbarrow full of $20 bills will be needed to buy a loaf of bread…

It's also not outside the realm of possibility.
When the Coming U.S. Debt Implosion begins – and make no mistake…this is going to happen – it will trigger
another stock market collapse.
Almost every American is vulnerable.
Your exposure – in your retirement accounts…your mutual funds…your trading portfolios – is virtually limitless.
Those safe "income funds" you're invested in? What's their exposure to potential defaults on municipal
bonds?
How much exposure do you have to the stock market? Would a sudden 20% collapse have an impact on
your retirement?
If you don't know the answers to these questions…I'm afraid you may be extremely vulnerable at this very
moment.

No question about it…we're looking at one of the most serious threats to your wealth that you'll face in your
lifetime.
No one can say for sure when this crisis will hit…it could happen at any time.
As I mentioned before, there is one simple step you can take – starting today – to protect your wealth.
You see…a while back I discovered a unique investment vehicle that provides steady income while at the
same time offering protection during dangerous financial times.
I like to refer to these investments as "Financial Catastrophe Insurance Vehicles (F.C.I.V.s)" – and for good

reason.
Let me tell you a little more about how they work…
* F.C.I.V.s have outperformed bonds by a whopping 8-to-1 margin for 35 years.
* F.C.I.V.s beat the S&P 500 by 9:1 in the last 5 years.
* F.C.I.V.s are a favorite investment vehicle of some of the world's greatest investors, including Warren
Buffett and John Paulson. Buffett alone bought 8 million shares in just a matter of months!
* F.C.I.V.s have a proven history of performance – they've been paying investors consistently since
1950…and they'll continue to do so for as long as capitalism is an economic force.
I've spent the last two decades testing – and proving – the overwhelming success individual investors can
enjoy by investing in F.C.I.V.s.
In fact – I've helped one group of individual investors just like you earn an average 13.34% return every
year…and that's via my safest available portfolio.
And now – today – in the face of a potentially historic U.S. Debt Implosion – I'm writing to show you how you
can put these F.C.I.V.s to work for you so you can protect your wealth during the difficult times ahead.

My name is Roger Conrad...and I'm the editor of an advisory service that was specifically designed to take
maximum advantage of the power of F.C.I.V.s.
So what exactly are "F.C.I.V.s"?
You may know them by another name: Essential services.
Amazingly, even though more than 100 years of market history prove they outperform everything else for
income, safety and growth, most investors overlook the essential services industries.
Services like electricity, water and communications. There is nothing more stable, secure, safe and growing.
It's true that the United States can do without another Starbucks or a faster computer. It can even do without
Google and eBay.
But even in the worst of times – when we're facing runaway inflation…a free-falling stock market…or record
levels of government spending – it still can't do without lights, heat or clean drinking water.
That single irrefutable and immutable fact is central to every investment decision I've made since 1989, when I
started my investment advisory, Utility Forecaster.
Since then essential services stocks – otherwise known as F.C.I.V.s – have given my subscribers unwavering
wealth.
For over 21 years, subscribers have been living well with average annual returns of more than 13.34%.
That's in the safe portfolio. But even my ultra-conservative high-income portfolio has averaged 10.24% over

its 12 years.
And that's not counting the power of growing and reinvested dividends.

Doubling your income without increasing your risk isn't as hard as you've been led to believe.
Instead of $25,000 a year you could be earning $50,000 – on the same size portfolio!
In fact, you could start earning double your current income as soon as tomorrow in utility stocks so stable that
they've paid and raised dividends nearly every year for a quarter of a century or more.
And because these stocks have a history of delivering consistent returns – even in the midst of economic
turmoil – you'll have the peace of mind that comes with side-stepping the Coming U.S. Debt Implosion.
One stock in my Utility Forecaster portfolio yields 7.2% today, and has raised dividends 22 times in the
last ten years alone. Since I first added the stock to our portfolio, it has given subscribers a whooping
176.57%.
Another "F.C.I.V." pays 5.6% like clockwork 12 times a year. Since recommending it to subscribers only
9 months ago, it has shot up 115%.
A third "F.C.I.V." has raised dividends four times in three years, including a huge 40% bump last quarter.
Recent earnings are up 48% over a year ago. I recommended the stock to subscribers 66 months ago
and we've already made 121%. But the stock is still well below its high, so there's a whole lot of profit left
to this run!
You may notice, too, that each of those stocks paid and raised dividends right through the market crash
of 2000, the energy slump of 2002 and the 2007-2009 recession.
Just like an endless stream of income should.

When the world's best investors buy what you're buying, it's always a good sign.
Today utilities are cheap enough for Buffett and strong enough for Icahn to pick up huge interests, and that's
just what they're doing left and right.
Over the last two years Buffett's been loading up on power generation, natural gas pipelines and power
distribution companies. As the economy worsened over the second half of 2008, he packed in utilities like a
squirrel packs in acorns before a long winter. Buffett bought three million shares of one "ute" and then went
back for five million shares more just a few months later.
And he's not the only one. Carl Icahn bought 2.4 million shares of a major power company recently.
I have a few new stock ideas I have a hunch they'd both be interested in – way undervalued, with aboveaverage yield and solid histories of earnings and dividend growth. Even better, they're in a sector that is pivotal
to global growth and priced to soar, launching you out of losses and all the way to spectacular returns.
Buy these stocks today and you could already be earning double your current income by tomorrow and setting
yourself up for some of the biggest capital gains you've ever had.

As I've said…my carefully-selected essential services stocks will keep your income steady during these
dangerous economic times.
Not only that…they could also be the first to soar out of recessionary times, as they traditionally do.
Layer those strengths on top of accelerating trends and your total returns could outstrip the wind!
Even while the economy struggles to get back on its feet –
and even in the face of an imminent U.S. Debt Implosion –
unstoppable trends are gaining force.
You're standing at the threshold to the future, the
intersection where the world's dwindling resources crash into
its growing need for water, power and instantaneous global
communications.

"Our national debt as a percentage of the
economy is more than 61%, breaching the
60% line for only the second time in the
nation's history. (The last time was during
World War II.)… Those numbers add up to
a bleak future for America. And yet despite
this mounting evidence of a looming budget
crisis, we as a nation just can't seem to
focus on tackling the issue."
-- Fortune, September 10, 2010

More than ever before, the companies that fail to introduce
or adopt new technologies will wither and die. But
companies that lead the way with solutions to our need for
clean, plentiful, renewable, inexpensive technology and services will dominate.

Invest in those companies and you'll be tapping into a stream of income that will last for at least another
generation.
It's still early in the game, but a few companies are already in the lead. Their technologies and vision are far
ahead, and others will have a hard time catching up.
Here's what I mean…

Utility Blockbuster #1 – A Liquid Gold Rush
Mark Twain predicted our global water crisis more than 100 years ago when he famously said, "Whiskey's for
drinking, water's for fighting over." Scarce even then, it's in critically short supply now…and the situation is
quickly getting worse.
One water stock in my Utility Forecaster portfolio is in the profit sweet spot. They’re locking in one territory
after another, expanding aggressively with 60 acquisitions in the last two decades.
What’s more, the company is sure to benefit from their enviable position as water scarcity becomes even
more of a problem.
More than 400 million cubic meters of groundwater are pulled from Arizona aquifers every year, twice what’s
being replaced by rainfall. That’s just one microcosmic example of what’s going on all over America…and the
world.
But there's a new opportunity I'm recommending right now.
Countless technologies, from the harebrained to the heroic, are being tested and put in place to quell the
looming crisis.
But the companies that control the water will control the wealth. And this company controls the water supply

and distribution in some of the most crucial regions in the U.S. Invest in this company and the income from this
stock alone could fuel a healthy retirement. For reliable income – and income growth – you can’t do better.
But that's just one of the opportunities I see on the horizon…

Utility Blockbuster #2 – Powering China
This company – founded in 1901 – is one of the world's oldest, most reliable power producers/distributors.
Their long-established power contracts fuel a steady stream of cash payouts to you from that ongoing
business. Meanwhile they're reaching out to dominate more and more regions.
Right now they're building the world's largest solar plant in Australia, and they just inked a deal for two
wind-generated power plants in India with combined output of 183.2 megawatts.
Plus they just opened a 1,200-megawatt coal-fired plant in China that was completed on schedule and built for
half what it would cost in the West.
Now they've built and are operating China's premier nuclear power plant, which is also being used as China's
nuclear training grounds to pump out a steady stream of engineers to man the plants.
All those projects are good reasons why they've beaten the Dow in just about every time period over the past
10 years. Their stock is climbing steadily from its 2008 low, and is on track to keep growing for many years to
come.
Yet even with that growth the stock still trades at less than $20 today, and trading volume is so low that I'm
amazed so few investors have found this hidden gem.
I'll introduce it to you – along with several others – and I'll tell you how to invest in just a moment. Right now,
though, I need to tell you about…

Utility Blockbuster #3 – A Communications Game-Changer
The world of communications is about to experience another game change, and it's going to hit you right at
home.
Internet protocol television (IPTV) already has 28 million subscribers, and is expected to jump 264% by 2014.
The global downturn made barely a ripple in the growth of Internet television, thanks in part to Asia’s strong
growth performance.
A battle is brewing between the world's biggest carriers to see who will own the space. Two will win.
Both are undervalued today, but one is an especially good buy, and I expect its stock to shoot up 150% in the
next five years as it leaps ahead in subscriber numbers.
You don't get chances like this very often. One of the world's most stable companies, with plenty of free cash
flow to pay out four times a year in hefty checks to shareholders.
The stock is off its high, giving you a perfect buying opportunity. Get in now and enjoy the income, but hold on
tight for the growth ahead!
Now here's the thing…
I want you to have everything you need to take full advantage of these "utility blockbusters" – starting right now.
I've prepared three brand-new research reports that describe each of these opportunities – for both profit and

wealth preservation – in clear detail.
Over a dozen stocks are carefully analyzed and presented so you can quickly determine the best "F.C.I.V.s" to
fit your portfolio.
And here's the best part – these three special reports are yours FREE with a no-risk subscription to my Utility
Forecaster.
You can claim your FREE reports by clicking here – or you can read on to…

So now that I've described for you the potentially devastating crisis that we're facing – and told you about the
one investment vehicle that can help you protect your wealth – it's time to get to one more very important item
of business:
I'd like to personally invite you to join the most satisfied investors in the country...probably in the whole world.
And why wouldn't they be satisfied – I defy any other newsletter to claim a current average yield of 4.8%,
and 13.34% average total returns for more than 20 profitable years.
The investments you discover in Utility Forecaster are legacy investments. You'll earn income from these
"F.C.I.V.s" today while they work behind the scenes to build your wealth with capital gains, until you've created
a fortune to spend or to pass on to your children.
I still have subscribers who have been with me since the first issue in 1989. Others have passed the Utility
Forecaster legacy to their children, like Professor Lief Carter's father.
Professor Carter says, "My father told me, ‘There is only one investment newsletter that I find useful and I urge
you to continue reading, and that's Utility Forecaster.' I have been reading – and profiting from – Utility
Forecaster ever since."
Others, like Richard Bennet of El Cajon, California, say, "Utility Forecaster has been the keystone in my
investment program, enabling me to comfortably retire early."
And John D. MacLachlan says I am "one of the few PROFESSIONAL investment grade advisors in North
America, and possibly well beyond these shores."
Utility Forecaster has been called "the nation's leading advisory" on utilities, and I've been called "one of the
top independent analysts of the essential services industry."
But my best reward is the success of subscribers.
And so whether you're retired now or saving for retirement, whether you want extra income to pay for a
vacation or to build a legacy for your children – or even if you're simply trying to protect your wealth in the face
of the Coming U.S. Debt Implosion – Utility Forecaster is your best way to achieve your goals.

Join us today and you'll always be ensured...
The best combination of safety and high yield. Nothing outperforms utility stocks when it comes to

steady income. And within that category I give you the best of the best – utility stocks that have
averaged 4.8% yield and 13.34% returns for over 20 years.
The best combination of income and growth. You get four model portfolios so you can choose
stocks according to your comfort level, from conservative income to aggressive (higher-yield) income,
and from conservative growth to aggressive (but never high-risk) growth utility stocks.
Detailed ratings on nearly every utility in the U.S. If you ever find a new utility and want to know how it
rates, just look it up on my list of "How They Rate." If you don't find it among those 200+ stocks, let me
know and I'll see if it's a worthy addition to the recommendations. I always answer your emails or letters.
Detailed ratings on the best utilities from around the world. In our global community you can't afford
to ignore investments from outside the U.S., so you'll know how the best non-U.S. utilities rate, too.
12 investment-packed monthly issues. First and foremost, your 12-page monthly newsletter keeps
you on top of a high-producing portfolio. You'll always know whether it's time to buy, hold or sell. What's
more, each issue tells you what's happening in the industry and how it affects your investments, and
what's happening with your portfolio companies, dividend watch list and more.
Can't-miss weekly hotline. Many subscribers like their weekly hotline emails just as much as their
monthly edition. They're timely and keep you right on top of important news.
Subscribers-only website. You have instant online access to your current newsletter and hotline,
archived newsletters and more, including industry and economic analysis, what's going on in the market
now and a constantly updated database that includes 200+ Financial Catastrophe Insurance Vehicles
and how they rate.
Three restricted-access money-making reports. The three special reports I mentioned above aren't
available anywhere else. They were written exclusively to give subscribers the kind of expert investment
analysis that brokerage and research firms would pay $5,000-$10,000 to commission. (Yes, I provide
my analysis to brokerage and research firms, too – they don't have this kind of capability in-house.) But
they're yours FREE when you subscribe.
All the above benefits, including all three special reports, are yours for a surprisingly low price.

I would be honored to have you as a subscriber. And I'm confident that I can help you achieve an endless
stream of income, double what you're getting today.
You can have everything you need to achieve that goal, which includes everything on the lengthy list above, for
just $99.
What's more, if you ever decide you don't want to subscribe any longer, I will give you a full refund.
Even if you decide in the 11th month of your 12-month subscription, just let me know and I'll pay you $99.
But I'll go one step further...
Sign up for a risk-FREE trial subscription to Utility Forecaster right now and I won't charge you a dime for the
first 30 days.
Take a good look at my service – including the back issues, my open recommendations...and my complete
track record.

If you like what you see – and I'm confident you will – simply do nothing and you'll be billed at the end of the
first month.
But if for any reason you decide you don't like what you see, simply cancel during the first 30 days and your
credit card will never be charged.
It's as simple as that – risk-free means risk-free.
A money-wise choice would be to try Utility Forecaster for 24 months and save an extra 10%.
You'll get the same guarantee: Even if you decide in the 23rd month of your 24-month subscription that Utility
Forecaster isn't for you, you'll get your $179 refunded.
And – as I just described – you won't be billed a thing until after the first 30 days. So you have a full month to
"test drive" my Utility Forecaster before your credit card is charged.
Plus, making a 24-month subscription even a more money-wise decision, you can have three additional
money-making special reports...
Fuels of the Future. Soaring oil and natural gas prices make "alternative" energy anything but alternative. This
report separates the hope from the hype, and tells you which companies will dominate the energy market
sooner than you think.
5 Bounceback Stocks. Crushed in the wake of Three Mile Island 25 years ago, General Public Utilities (GPU)
soared twentyfold in the next ten years. In the late ‘90s energy trading crushed more than just Enron, but today
the five companies you'll discover in this report could repeat GPU's rise from ashes.
5 Unstoppable Back-to-Basics Utility Stocks. These super-safe high yielders are still growing, and between
dividends and capital gains the five stocks in this report could give you 100% in the next 3-5 years. But
remember, that's based on today's super bargain prices, which means buying soon is imperative!

For 21 years Utility Forecaster has given subscribers average annual returns of 13.34% in my safe model
portfolio. And even my ultra-safest-of-the-safe portfolio averages 10.24% over its 12-year history.
These are real returns made by real investors like you. And investors like Edwin Kaufman of Calabasas,
California, who says that over the years Utility Forecaster "has been the one and only financial report that I
trust."
Quite simply, Financial Catastrophe Insurance Vehicles are the most powerful income investment ever created.
There is no other investment that can give you a steadier stream of income plus growth, either in the short run
or the long run.
Twenty-one years of ever-wealthier subscribers tells me that you will thank the day you subscribed to Utility
Forecaster.
And remember – no matter what subscription term you choose...
Your credit card won't be charged – not so much as a dime – for the first 30 days. So you have plenty of time
to get comfortable with my service before making any financial commitment.
Today you could change your life. You could double your income, enrich your retirement, create wealth

for your children.
Most importantly – you can protect your wealth as we sit on the brink of a potentially historic financial
catastrophe.
I urge you – please take a moment to get started right away by clicking here.
I guarantee it will be one of the most profitable decisions you ever make.
Sincerely,

Roger Conrad
Editor, Utility Forecaster

P.S. Remember – the Congressional Budget Office warned that we were at risk for a "sudden fiscal crisis." But
the timing of this crisis remains "unknown." Don't take any risks – sign up today to give yourself access to the
only investment vehicle proven to protect and grow your wealth during times of market turmoil. Click here to
get started!
P.P.S. To speed your decision I'll throw in another valuable special report, High Yield Without High Risk: 3
Stocks Every Income Investor Must Own. The highest-yielding stocks usually end up giving the worst
returns, but there are a few that you can count on. Three, to be exact. These stocks will give you super-high
yield, but they won't burn you. Subscribe in the next 10 days to get their names for FREE!
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